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T 
he respondents’ forum for the Annual Survey of 

Philippine Business and Industry (ASPBI) and Survey on 

Information and   Technology (SICT) 2017 was held on 

May 31, 2018 at JJ’s Seafood Village, Tagbilaran City. The 

occasion was graced by Engr. Ariel E. Florendo, the Regional 

Director of PSA region VII who gave an   inspirational 

message. Also present were invited guests from 

representatives of the various establishments in the province 

of Bohol.  

 Speakers are from the PSA provincial office each with 

his/her own topic of information that will be discussed. The 

presentations included 2015 ASPBI and 2013 SICT results, 

background of the two surveys and filling up of online 

questionnaire.  

 An open forum followed after all the discussions. 

Guests were given certificates appreciating their 

cooperation and attendance. All posed for posterity and 

special tokens were given to all participants.◘ 

2017 ASPBI/SICT Respondents‟ Forum 
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2017 Annual Survey of Philippine Business and Industry (ASPBI)  

2 

T 
he Annual Survey of 

Philippine Business and 

Industry is a continuing 

activity of the Philippine Statistics 

Authority. It generates the 

essential statistics required for 

economic planning and analysis. 

It collects and generates 

information on the levels, 

structure, performance and 

trends of economic activities of 

the formal sector of the 

economy. But because most of 

the sample establishments 

unfortunately do not know the 

importance of the survey, they 

just take it for granted. 

 There are three phases of 

t h e  o p e r a t i o n ,  n a m e l y , 

Distribution, Collection and Data 

Processing. 

 During the distribution 

phase, the field personnel were 

very much excited of their 

assignments. Luckily only slight 

problems were encountered such 

as referrals to main office, 

stopped operation, Out of Scope 

establishments and erroneous 

assignment of forms.   

 After the tenth day from 

receipt of the questionnaires, the 

col lect ion phase s tar ted 

immediately. But sad to know no 

one was able to collect any 

questionnaire. Several follow-ups 

were made. Here started the 

calvary of the field personnel 

since most respondents will just 

say not yet filled up because the 

person-in-charge is so busy or 

always out of the office or they 

were not able to contact the 

bookkeeper yet. There were so 

many “Alibis”. 

 For small establishments, 

the major problem is how to fill up 

the questionnaire since they have 

no background on bookkeeping. 

So as field personnel it is our 

responsibility to assist them. 

 The full implementation of 

Census Compliance Project 

(CCP) required issuance of 

notices of non-compliance  as a 

friendly reminder. For this year, 

some establishment were already 

issued with three notices and two 

sample establishments were 

given a final demand letter.  

 For the third phase which is 

the Data Processing, several  

inconsistencies and lacking 

entries were found, so verification 

needs to be done. Mostly, during 

this period you can not easily 

contact the person in charge 

especially if through phone calls 

only. Hence, for best strategy, visit 

the establishments personally 

during follow-up and verification 

periods so that they will act on it 

immediately. Be patient enough. 

           From the result of the 2017 

ASPBI and SICT operation, there 

w e r e  s e v e r a l  n o n - g o o d 

questionnaires such as Out of 

Scope, closed or stopped 

operation, duplicate and referral 

to main office establishments. 

There were good questionnaires 

which did not undergo the data 

processing because it is the 

Central Office who will process it 

such as Change form or sector 

and Consolidated Reports. 

           Until now there are few 

sample establishments who failed 

to submit the questionnaires. 

Maybe the establishments need 

data dissemination or incorporate 

their  commitment to comply the 

questionnaires on time in some 

local ordinances just to awaken 

them that it plays a vital role in 

our economy.  ◘ 

2017 Survey on Information and Communication 
Technology (SICT) 

I 
nformation and Communication have vital roles 

in nation building and that it is the state’s policy 

to “ensure universal access to quality, 

affordable, reliable and secure ICT services.” The 

2017 SICT aims to collect  and generate 

information on the availability, distribution and 

access/utilization of ICT among establishments in 

the country.   

 Same procedures with ASPBI were adopted 

in this survey since SICT is a rider survey. The only 

difference is that, the questionnaire is more on 

checking the applicable answers and consistency  

checking of some items but no computations are 

involved.  

 For the province of Bohol,  a total of 77 out 

of the 283 ASPBI  make up the set of sample 

establishments for SICT. 

 As of the end of June, the collection rate 

for the province posted at 55.26%, that is, 39 out 

of the 76 original samples. ◘ 
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1st Quarter QSPBI Notches 100% Collection Rate  

T 
he Quarterly Survey of Philippine Business 

and Industry (QSPBI) under the 

Macroeconomic Accounts Service is one of 

the components for the National and Regional 

Accounts of the state. Its insurmountable odds 

besetting our field collectors in dealing with the 

sample establishments responsible persons inking 

their data into our questionnaires has earmarked 

the target of hundred per cent collection rate 

for 2018 1st quarter. 

 RO1 If Hibaya-Antopina, Provincial Focal 

Person of this undertaking, divulged that this is 

not the first time PSA-Bohol achieved a perfect 

collection rate. It happens in many years when 

sample establishments religiously complies with 

the government-needed data before it struck a 

deadline in our timetable. 

 Partaking on this continued support for 

our Industry and Trade Statistics, Bohol Provincial 

Statistical Office laid bare their sense of 

gratitude to all those involved in the project 

especially people manifestly putting their time in 

scribbl ing numbers into the QSPBI  

questionnaires. ◘ 

CPBI Phase 1 Enumeration – Touches Finish Line  

O 
ne of the major activities of the PSA for 

this year is the 2018 Comprehensive 

Updating of the List of Establishments 

otherwise known as the Census of Philippine 

Business and Industry (CPBI) Phase 1. From the 

cradle of its inception until it flashes its data on 

the huge screens for analysis and 

implementations afterwards of its objectives by 

our captains of industry, government planners, 

gigantic corporate executives and ordinary 

stakeholders, it behaves odds at cross points, 

patience and endurance. 

 CPBI Phase 1 officially kicked-off when 

Office Memorandum 2017-097 was issued calling 

for the attendance to the Consultative Meeting 

last September 2017. Provincial Focal Person of 

this project in uttered obedience to the call of 

PSO Alcazaren together with two (2) participants 

from RSSO 07 and Cebu province flew on the 

scheduled date for the 2nd Batch slated on 

September 19-20, 2017. 

 Bohol Provincial Statistical Office made 

their 3rd Level Training on April 10-14, 2018 at 

Panda Tea Garden Suites with the PFP and SSS as 

trainers. Twenty five (25) hired field workers were 

listening intently and magnified their knowledge 

of the discussions on our Field Operations 

Manual. They hurdled the 6-day live-out training 

with eagerness to be deployed immediately to 

the field whenever workload assignments in the 

Android-Tablet devices will be downloaded from 

the BRIMPS server and availability of its presence 

do not hinder its usage otherwise.   

 The office had started its enumeration on 

April 27, 2018 lagging ten days behind schedule 

because we desire rarely and live by the promise 

of the device to be used upon arrival. The ULE 

undertaking ended its enumeration last July 23 

exactly as all data in the ULE apps has been 

uploaded to the server. 

 2018 Comprehensive Updating of the List 

of Establishments machine processed data via 

BRIMPS will soon be data reviewed and 

validated by the office in due time.  ◘ 
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PSO’s 
corner 

A 
t Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) 

statistical world, one can arrive to best 

quality data if both sampling and non-

sampling errors are clearly monitored and 

managed. 

 At our level in the field office, we are 

most responsible in dealing with non-sample 

errors and their control efforts. Methodology 

and design that dictate sample errors are 

taken care of at the central office with our 

statistics guru and consultants. 

 What is our understanding with these 

terminologies? Non-sample errors are largely 

attributed to the quality of training we conduct, 

correct implementation processes of 

enumeration, supervision effectiveness, manual 

and machine data checks. On the other hand, 

sampling errors are results from the 

reasonableness of the sample size. 

  And how do we manage at our level 

non-sampling errors in the conduct of surveys 

and censuses? Some strategies and positive 

points are adopted with a high level of 

confidence making sure quality is preserved 

with utmost security. 

 The following are the top 10 Best 

Practices in Bohol Province: 

1. It all starts from recruitment; we institutionalize 

examinations especially for big projects and 

of course personal interviews so that 

screening of deserving field interviewers are 

tapped. 

2. Improving the strategies in conduct of 

trainings, though we have not perfected this, 

yet they say “garbage in, garbage out”. I 

always believe that near perfect quality 

trainings produce best results. Ideal 

innovation introduced by RD Florendo, is 

indicating High, Medium, Low to show one’s 

level of understanding in all topics in the 

manual. 

3. Supervision is another factor that must be 

followed religiously and crucial point is on the 

first ten days of the operation. The initiative of 

group-editing with Statistical Specialist Colita 

Montoya has been replicated with other 

teams such that errors will be connected in 

the early phases of enumeration. 

4. With the advent of new technology, 

millennials adapt to these text brigades 

relaying the updates or good practices of 

one individual/group. Facebook groups and 

pages are also created specifically to share 

varied experiences and candid moments in 

the field work. 

5. Another best practice is that we have 

popularly known it as “Provincial Data 

Review”. This caters interactions and 

intelligent sharing of the raw data validations 

before submitting to Regional/Central office. 

Information from Agricultural Promotion 

Center (APC), Office of the Provincial 

Agriculture and Fisheries (OPA) and Bureau of 

Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (BFAR) are 

also used to finalize data reviews. 

6. Inputs gathered from Damage Assessment 

Reports, again is a helpful tool in the counter-

checking of the data gathered from the field. 

We usually send key persons to visit strategic 

areas to verify the situation and record events 

and systems introduced by LGUs. 

7. Proven and tested phases of manual and 

machine processing are top in the list in terms 

of quality checks. This is where inconsistencies 

on coding of variables are cross matched, 

reject listing are used to validate data and 

unacceptable values are verified in the field. 

8. In establishment-based activities, 

respondents’ forum is one effective way to 

gain full support from our respondents. In so 

far at Bohol province, annually we gather our 

sample respondents for a day sharing to them 

the objectives and importance of the 

undertaking and give updates on the latest 

results as well. 

9. Adoption of Census Compliance Project 

(CCP). This compels hard-headed 

respondents, and with our partnership with 

the Bohol Prosecutors Office, we gained the 

full support from them and eventually submit 

the questionnaires to the office. 

 

How We Manage and Control Non-Sampling Errors 

4 

(Continued  on page 10) 
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A 
n overwhelming decline of ten point forty 

one per cent (10.41%) difference in 

response rate in the 2nd quarter of 2018 as 

it posted eighty five point forty two per cent 

(85.42%) of the overall response rate when 

Philippine Statistics Authority – Bohol Provincial 

Statistical Office conducted the Consumer 

Expectations survey last April 2018.  

 January 2018 CES recorded at ninety five 

point eight three per cent (95.83%). Underlying 

reason could be that month of April which is the 

survey month of the project is a summer period 

and some households drawn from the sampling 

frame has gone out to other places for their 

vacations, trips and other attributions. 

 A 12-day enumeration period 

commencing from April 2 till 14 excluding 

Sundays, PSA – Bohol utilizes its regular employee 

SA Beatriz H. Merlas a veteran interviewer from the 

former BAS to sprint the complete enumeration of 

the three  (3) sample barangays/EA’s to name: 

Dao, Tagbilaran City; Subayon, Bilar and 

Poblacion, Ubay. 

 Effective April 2018 round of this economic 

survey, it added a new section which the sample 

households will be asked on their debt situation 

when the eligible respondent answers in the 

affirmative. Also, it added a question pertaining to 

the mode of remittance of the house member 

who is an Overseas Foreign Worker (OFW) i.e., 

Over-the–counter Banking; Over-the-counter 

Bayad Center/Remittance Agent; Online Banking; 

Electronic Money and Others. 

PSO Alcazaren spells the objectives of the 

survey needed by Banko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) 

such as the quick and regular assessment of the 

financial condition of 

consumers and 

economic condition 

of the country at 

present and in the 

near future, the 

consumers’ 

confidence in terms 

of their income and 

expenditures as well 

as their outlook on 

key economic 

indicators closely 

monitored by the said 

entity relative to 

inflation, exchange 

and interest rates.  ◘  

CES Bohol Slump by 10.41%  

 

Vital Events Registration 

in June 2018 

Births 2,363 

Marriages 1,388 

Deaths 837 
5 

PRICE INDICES as of June 

2018 (2012 =100) 

Consumer Price 

Index  (CPI) 
121.6 

Inflation Rate 6.6 

Monthly Percent 

Change 
0.7 

Purchasing Power 

of Peso 
0.82 

Demography 

as of 2015 

Total Population 1,313,560 

Male 667,430 

Female 646,130 

Household Population 1,308,785 

Male 664,103 

Female 644,682 

Sex Ratio 103.3 

Median Age 24.5 

Number of Households 288,515 

Average Household Size 4.5 

Occupied Housing Units 286,768 

SA Betty Merlas conducted the 

interview of CES April 2018 at Dao, 

Tagbilaran City as she dashed the final 

league of the enumeration.  
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T 
he third level training on April 2018 Labor Force Survey with a 

rider survey on the awareness of a newly created agency, 

Philippine Competition Commission, was conducted on April 5-

6, 2018 at Panda Tea Garden Suites, Tagbilaran City, Bohol. It was 

attended by SS ll Fidel R. Antopina Jr., RO1 Epifania H. Antopina and 

AAVl Kevin O. Marasigan as the trainers and nine hired statistical 

researchers namely Carol T. Suarez, Rosana Sarigumba, Marichu 

Dospueblos, Sydney Don Ganzon, Agnes Tuba, Marjun Hibaya, Nely 

Yucot, Nilfa Calooy and Archie Claracay. Most of the hired statistical 

researchers already have  an experience with this survey.  

The topics include the implementation of the master sample, 

concepts and operational definitions of the survey. Issues and 

concerns in updating the master sample list was discussed first giving 

emphasis on how to proceed given different cases. Problems 

encountered during field operation, its solutions and actions taken by 

the ENs and supervisors’ experiences on the past labor force survey 

undertakings were as well presented. 

Trainers also oriented the enumerators on how to accomplish 

the LFS questionnaire with the use of the Computer Aided Data 

Collection System (CADacS) highlighting the Philippine Competition 

Commission (PCC) rider questions. Translation of the questions to our 

own dialect, cautious enough not to change its meaning and 

objectives, was a great problem - how to deal and ask the questions 

that it could be easily understood by the respondents especially to 

less educated people or for those who are living in remote areas 

where education is not a priority. Each enumerator was tasked to do 

his part for questions that need to have a “visayan” translation 

specifically on Q7 & Q8, AWARENESS ON PCA PROVISSIONS and 

PERCEPTION ON ANTI COMPETITIVE BEHAVIORS. Consolidation of 

solicited translations was done and encoded at the Provincial Office. 

Throughout the training, all of them gave inputs and 

techniques on how they can perform the tasks effectively and 

efficiently. They even shared a copy of the common codes of the 

PSIC and PSOC in order for them to identify it quickly and to save 

more time in the field operation.  

 The enumeration for the 2018 April LFS round officially started 

on April 10, 2018 for April 09, Monday, falls on a holiday. Training, field 

operation and data gathering had a maximum of twenty (20) 

mandays including uploading of data files. There were 370 

interviewed respondents, 40 vacant housing units and 43 

permanently moved out respondents. This undertaking was made 

successful through the collective effort of the involved personnel.  ◘ 

6 

Labor Force Survey-Philippine 
Competition Commission  

 

Special Feature 

 
 

ON LIFE IS 
NAUSEATIC TO BE 

 
 

It isn’t the principle that are 
dented 

Nor has it give huge implication 
for fading; 

In the years that long had been 
past blended 

For the society’s terroristic at 
least on all wading 

Cause morals in every aspects 
pervades. 

As wickedness paths 
approached in constant 

presence 
Yes, truth slept when unthought 

time; although it’ll invades 
 

By God’s sane quality to all 
I submit to Him the sacredness 

of my dignity 
Knowing its identification like fat

-ball 
The behind-the-same activities 

would end eternally. 
For it’s like a gorgeous blue-bell 

hang… 
‘Cause its essence was for 

waiting? 
Even in late hours that it should 

be bang… 
 

Ponder it; life of man’s full of 
miseries, 

And consider it a boon to nature 
That when time comes; the fate of 

our anxieties 
Will straight affect his humble 

wisdom. 
For it makes us drowsy, then; 
falls to sleeping or boredom? 

In vast quantity of exhaustion in 
man’s body-cultured 

In every day’s routinary 
activities at its expensed 

‘Cause little have he thought 
about how to dispense. 
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Second Round of Geotagging Up  

I 
n continuation of the Geotagging of Building Structures 

activity, PSA started to conduct the 2018 round this April. 

Prior to the field operation, the six hired Map Data 

Collectors (MDC) were trained during the 3rd Level Training at 

Panda Tea Garden Suites, Tagbilaran City, Bohol on March 12-

16, 2018. The trainers were SS II Joseph Jim D. Abadingo of 

RSSO, Provincial Focal Person Venus P. Gloria and Map Data 

Screener (MDS) Maria Eden L. Macalos. Application of the 

concepts learned during the first three days was done during 

the field practice. Presentation of outputs were as well 

undertaken after the simulation activity.  

For this round, the total workload for Bohol comprised of a total of 360 EAs. Based on the 

estimated number of buildings, it would take five months, that is, from April to August, for the data 

collection to be completed. This requires the MDCs an output of at least 150 buildings per day.  

Two weeks after the training, April 2, 2018, the field work began. This gave enough time for the 

MDS to prepare project files to be downloaded to the tablets of the MDCs. Just like the previous round, 

the MDCs covered Tagbilaran City first. It took them more than a month to completely cover the capital 

city.  

Evaluation and assessment of the first month of 

operation showed that it is difficult to reach the 

quota of 150 buildings per day. On the average, they 

can only tag 80 to 100 buildings per day depending 

on the proximity of the buildings, the weather, and 

the availability of the building occupants upon the 

time of visit. 

 As of this writing, the geotagging is still halfway 

through. With the deadline moved to October 31, it is 

still quite uncertain for the operation to be 

accomplished ahead of time given that there are 

barely two months left. ◘ 

7 

F 
or the past two years, the highest farmgate price of dry palay posted in the second quarter 2018 

at P22.98 per kilogram. In fact, the price range of palay was P21.70 to P23.78.  This was observed in 

June 2018, when price climbed by P3.44 from the January 2018 level. This upward trend is usually 

true in the second quarter as peak of harvest falls in March.  

 Consequently, retail prices of rice also showed glaring increases which reached to as high as 

P48.00, P52.00 and P60.00 per kilogram for Regular Milled Rice, Well Milled Rice and Premium Rice 

respectively. ◘ 

Palay Price Soars in the 2nd Quarter of 2018  
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I 
n line with the Presidential Proclamation no. 1106 declaring the Years 2015-2024 as CRVS Decade on 

August 20, 2015, “all agencies and instrumentalies of the National Government and Local 

Government Units including government-owned or controlled corporations, in consultation with the 

private sector, development partners and the citizenry are enjoined to actively support all activities and 

programs relevant to the “Get every Pinoy and Pinay in the Picture” initiative. 

 Provincial Government of Bohol through the Office of the Governor-Bohol Employment 

Placement Office (BEPO) conducts Mobile Services on National Agencies on May 18, 2018 at Bohol 

Employment Placement Office (BEPO), Ground Floor, Provincial Capitol Building. This One Stop 

Government Desk was participated by the Professional Regulation Commission (PRC), Philippine 

Statistics Authority (PSA), Land Transportation Franchising and Regulatory Board (LTFRB) and Philippine 

Postal Corporation (PHILPOST). 

 The undersigned together with RO Gauidosa Oculares, RO 

Venus Gloria, RO Gerardo Binangbang, RO Felicitas Aranas  and AO 

Miraflor Payot attended the whole day activity. Acceptance of SECPA 

request of (birth/marriage/death and CENOMAR) for the benefit of the 

Boholanos and beyond.  The table on the left shows the breakdown of 

the applications received. 

 
8 

2018 Group Learning Session 

and Workload Analysis  
 

P 
SA Bohol aims to deliver relevant and reliable 

statistics and civil registration services to its clientele. 

For this to be achieved, it has to have a human 

resource with the right skills in the right place at the right 

time with the right attitude doing the right work with the 

right output. Hence, PSA Bohol conducted a two-day 

Group Learning Session and Workload Analysis on June 28-

89, 2018. 

 Activities for the first day included presentation of 

accomplishments for the first semester of 2018, 

presentation of 2018 OPCR, presentation of best practices, 

workshop on workload analysis and planning of activities 

for July to December 2018. Every activity and 

presentations were done by group. 

 During the second day, presentation of workload 

analysis output and Google calendar were done. 

Highlights on Values Orientation Workshop, Updates on HR Policies and Accounting Matters and 

Highlights on Basic Customer Service Skills were also discussed. In the afternoon, team building 

activities and socials were done. 

 The two-day activity was a success, achieving its goal to empower the PSA Bohol personnel 

and bringing them back to the right track in properly performing their duties and responsibilities in 

order to achieve excellence. ◘ 

PSA Bohol joins in Mobile Services  

Type of  

Documents 

Number of 

Requests 

Received 

Birth Certificate 1,702 

Marriage Certificate 324 

Death Certificate 13 

CENOMAR 361 

TOTAL 2,400 (Continued  on page 10) 
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T 
he Civil Service Commission-NCR alongside with the PSA-HRD conducted a Values Orientation 

Workshop held at Quest Hotel and Conference Center, Cebu City on June 6-8, 2018. The three 

day activity was attended by 30 participants  from PSA Regions 6, 7 and 8 and two from the Civil 

Service Commission namely, Thelma Pagtalunan Japzon, resource speaker and Joy as the secretariat. 

This activity promotes values clarification and commitment to one’s set of positive value for setting of 

action plans geared towards effectiveness and productivity.  

 On the first day, participants were grouped into four, each group was assigned a specific 

flower and the name of the group must be an adjective that best describes the flower. Vibrant, 

Colorful, Resilient and Elegant were the names of each group. The first session was the “Kumustahan 

at Lakbayan.” The participants were asked to give expectations from the training staff and co-

participants, what to gain/give from this workshop,  what might be the hindrances for the success of 

the workshop and what changes in their selves and their companions would they wish to happen. 

 Next session is, “Pakikipagtulungan”, a game called Tower Building was played. The objective 

of this game was to test the participants what are the personal items they are willing to sacrifice in 

order to raise funds to buy the materials in building a tall and durable tower. Teamwork, cooperation 

and communication were the keys for this activity to be successful.  

 The third session was the “Sino ako/Hiwaga ng Buhay ko”, all participants were asked to 

continue incomplete sentences such as: My personal traits are, What I value most in life, The different 

roles/functions I perform in my life and Frustrations/Hurts in my life. The answers were shared within the 

group and then suddenly the vibe of the setting felt so heavy as emotions poured into every 

participants’ answer. Mixed emotions were felt. After the sharing, something felt so different towards 

the co-participants, as if there were some kind of a door being opened. It felt like participants were 

able to connect, reflect, understand and knew who they are as a person and as an employee based 

on the sharing they gave. It was then followed by the Johari Window, where it examines ones sense of 

self-worth and to re-affirm one’s self worth so as to better use of one’s unique capacities and traits.  

 “Mangarap tayo/Sa totoo lang ganito „yon”  was the next session wherein participants were 

asked to write down the good things about the our country and the areas that need improvement. 

Filipino traits, culture, corruption, beliefs, discipline, peace and  justice equality were highlighted 

during this session. It was followed by a creative presentation where each group was assigned for a 

specific  topic, that is, “Kaugalian at Tradisyon, Kasabihan at mga Kwento, Pook at Tao and Produkto 

at Industriya”. Groups presented it as a role playing, dance presentation, song number and  slide 

show presentaion, this was the “Mabuhay ang Pinoy” session.  

 The next session was the “Tinig ng Bayan”, the participants were grouped into five sectors of 

the community: the laborers, professionals, politicians, fishermen and farmers. In this activity, 

democratic process of decision making was the main issue and they showed how it is done here in 

the Philippines. “Public Service, Luha at Ligaya, Professionalism and Empowering the Public Servant‟s 

Professionalism thru the Eight Norms and Ethical Standards (RA 6713)” were the discussed by Ms. 

Pagtalunan. She identified employees who are being assertive, passive and aggressive which can 

affect the productivity of the office. A government employee must  also posses 

the five dimensions of professionalism which are the specialized knowledge, skills, 

standards, spirit and the supportive environment in order to perform better and 

be more effective in providing quality service to the public. On the last day of 

the workshop, all participants gave their pledge of commitments as a 

government employee and as a Filipino citizen. ◘ 

9 

The VOW‟s of Us  
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 Aside from walk-in 

applicants of SECPA, we also 

cater bulk requests from 

uniform and non-uniform 

personnel of Philippine 

National Police (PNP) from 

different police stations 

province wide which is 

needed for their updating of 

record of their beneficiaries. 

◘ 

(From page 8) 

T 
he fun side of the world of statistics is sometimes 

unappreciated by some. This might be because of our 

seemingly “allergic reaction” when we encounter numbers. 

Though jokingly, numbers are always around the corner, haunting 

us wherever we go and whatever we do. But what’s even worse? 

Doing a research. A research involves more complex procedures 

wherein data analysis is among the essential and more critical 

parts. 

 Luckily, there is an answer to that imminent need. Strategic 

Research and Development Center, Inc. or STRAND-Asia offers a 

series seminar-workshops on statistics. One of which is the 

Research Writing and Statistical Analysis In-Depth Seminar-

Workshop held on May 22-25, 2018 at DACS Training Center, 

Davao City.  

 There were more than a hundred participants to the 

activity. The class was a mixture of individuals belonging to 

different institutions like the academe, LGUs, NGAs and private 

enterprises. For PSA RSSO 7, five attendees were sent, with each 

province represented accordingly and one staff from the regional 

office.  

 The four-day workshop tackled highly technical topics in 

conducting a research. The first speaker, Mr. Rene N. Argenal of 

the University of San Carlos, had a comprehensive discussion on 

the step-by-step process and ethical standards in research writing. 

He also included topics on survey design, sampling, questionnaire 

construction, Chronbach’s Alpha, and Data Analysis preparation.  

 Mr. Arturo J. Patungan, a professor at UST, was the resource 

person for the statistical analysis using IBM SPSS, a software widely 

used by statisticians for data compilation and analysis. The 

speaker presented the steps in performing factor analysis, cross 

tabulation, parametric and non-parametric tests, and multivariate 

analysis with regression using SPSS. 

 At the end of the seminar-workshop, the knowledge in 

statistical analysis of the attendees was refreshed, reinforced and 

enhanced. ◘ 

 

10. With the Bohol PIA 

headed by Sir Rey Chiu, our 

advocacy and info drive in 

all activities reached all 

Boholanos. Through 

Kapihan sa PIA radio 

program that is aired live at 

DYTR, we exchange ideas 

and updates on the 

importance of the survey or 

census the office conducts. 

Through our Information 

officer, Statistical Specialist 

Emanuel Galab, press 

releases highlight the 

advocacy and equally 

important milestones. This is 

in partnership with Bohol 

Chronicle, our local 

newspaper. 

 All of these little efforts 

rolled into one, did great jobs 

in realizing reliable and timely 

statistics, with utmost control 

and management of non-

sampling errors. 

 Kudos to all of us and 

keep it up! ◘ 

(From page 4) 

Research and Statistics: a Closer and 

a “High-Tech” Perspective  
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Ang  imong  pahiyum , susama  ka  puro  sa  kalamay  nga  hinimo  sa  mga  
jagnaanon    ug  ang   imong  pahiyum  mas  tam-is   pa  kay  sa dugos  nga  

pinuhag  sa  mga  taga  triple union 
Apan  ang  imong  pahiyum  mas  madanihun  pa  kay  sa  mga  rosas  nga 

anaa  nagduyan-duyan  sa  tanaman  sa  paghandum 
Mao  kana  ang  larawan  sa  imong  pahiyum 

Nga  sa  mga  buyog  gihanduraw  nga  paga  angkonon. 
 

Usa  niana  ka  dapit hapon,  samtang  ako  naglakaw-lakaw 
Sa  lapyahan  sa  halapad  nga  baybayon 

Nga  naghanduraw  sa  ato  kanhing  mga  mabolokon  
Ug  matam-is  nga  kagahapon 

Nasaksihan  ko  ang  mga  mapintas  nga  mga  balod   o  alon 
Nga   mikuso - kuso  sa  mga  madanihong  pahiyum 

Nianang  nahikatulog  unta  nga  mga  lusay  sa  bulawanong  paglaum.  
 

Apan  ngano  man?  Ang  imong  pahiyum     
Dili  man  mapanas  sa  akong  galamhan 
Hangtud  pa  sa  tanan  kong  tinusbawan 

Ikaw  gihapon  ang  akong  gilauman,  bisan   pa  karon  ikaw  anaa  na 
Nagpauraray  sa  laing  bulawanong  mga  dughan . 

 
Igo  na  lamang  ako  sa  paghanduraw,  sa  ato  kanhing  pahiyum 

Nga  atong  gisaluhan  sa  tanang  panahaon 
Ilabina  taliwala  sa  atong  katulugon. 

Unsay  akong  kasal-anan?  Nga  sa  kalit  ikaw   nagmabalhinon  man 
Nga  unta  ikaw  raman  ang  akong  gihalaran 

Sa  akong  gugmang  mas  halapad  pa  kay  sa  lawod  sa  kadagatan. 
 

Unsa  kaha  ang  akong  dadangatan?  Tungod   niining  akong kahimtang,   
nga  dili  man  ako  mahimutang  kay  ang  imong  pahiyum 

Manuhutsuhut  man  sa  kinauyukan  sa  akong  alimpatakan. 
 

Oh !  Akong  pinalangga,  hinaut   pa  unta,  nga inigsubang  
Nianang  bidlisiw  nga  bulawanong  adlaw,  ikaw  unta  mudungaw 

Sa  bintana  sa  imong  harianong  pantaw 
Aron  dili  lamang  ako  igo  sa  paghanduraw 

Kon  dili  sa  pagtan-aw  gayud  sa  imong  pahiyum 
Nga  dili  ikatandi  sa  bisag  unsang  gahum  nga  anaa  niining  ibabaw sa  

kalibutan  nga  puno  unta  sa  mabulukong  paglaum.  
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Eddie - 15 
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m a y  
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THE KINAMPAY MIRROR                                  

is the official newsletter of the                   

PSA Bohol Provincial Statistical Office 

with address at 3rd Floor Galleria Luisa, 

Gallares St.,Tagbilaran City 6300 

For your contributions,                                 

queries, comments, suggestions              

and other concerns, contact us at:  

 

 

 

 

 

Philippine Statistics Authority 

OPTIONS TO SECURE 

Copy Issuance of Birth/Marriage/Death 

Popularly known as (SECPA) from PSA 

 

1. PSA Helpline Plus 

 Call (02) 737-1111 24/7 

 Pay at Metrobank Outlets 

 Door-to-Door Delivery 

 P 365.00 (average 3-7 days incl. delivery) 

 P 445.00 (CENOMAR) (average 10-14 days incl. delivery) 

2. Batch Request Query System (BREQS) at the Office of Civil Registrar in the                            

municipalities listed below: 

 P 355.00/copy (average 10-15 days incl. release) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. PSA Regional Office 7 (Gaisano Capital South Bldg., Colon St., corner Leon Kilat,           
 Cebu City, Cebu) 

 Tel. No.:(032) 412-67-94 

 PSA Dumaguete (220 North Rd. Dumaguete City 6200) 

 Tel. No: (035) 225-09-60/442-43-72 

 P155.00/copy (BIRTH/MARRIAGE/DEATH) 

 P210.00 (CENOMAR) 

4. Log-on at www.psaserbilis.com.ph 

 Payment at Unionbank/BDO 

 P330.00 (average 5-9 days incl. delivery) 

 P430.00 (CENOMAR) (average 11-15 days incl. delivery) 

Municipality Municipal Civil Registrar Contact Number 

Alicia  Junavie Piquero  09335128247 

Antequera Marilou Labastilla 09268869196 

Bien Unido  Pacifico Avenido  09457024812 

Buenavista  Editha Hubac  09102752991 

Carmen  Severina Palingcod  525-9822/09088910540 

Catigbian Emerlita Maglajos  
510-5353/09186702887/ 

09177070724 

Danao  Zenita Eroy  09285909710 

Garcia-Hernandez  Feliciano Gallentes  532-1401/09989859848 

Getafe Wencesa Openia  514-9085/09989731727 

Guindulman Carlosa T. Timbal 09077822713 

Jagna Ma. Lovella Acebes 531-8111/ 09985441077 

Mabini Ma. Flor Limbaga 
09204476803/ 

09216188582 

Maribojoc Maria Lita Campos 504-9979/09474787749 

San Isidro Jinne Eric Flor 09338637112 

Talibon Celestina Pentacase 515-5287/09356282695 

Trinidad Lucia Cempron 
09152443155/ 

09332858007 

Tubigon Ma. Grace Reserva 09338616254 

Ubay Charlie Balani 518-8063/09176345451 

Valencia Felipe Salise Jr. 532-1437/09099483203 

San Miguel Martiniana C. Nuera 09177091259 

Sierra Bullones Editha Basman 510-1980/09071458305 

Pres. CPG Fritzie F. Justol 09088678967 

Candijay Jocelyn Platino 09126481810 

Philippine Statistics 
Authority 

Bohol Provincial Statistical 
Office  

(038) 501-0996 

(038) 501-0996 

psa07.bohol@gmail.com  

facebook.com/kinampaymirror 

Visit our official website:  
www.rsso07.psa.gov.ph/bohol 
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